
 

Join Janine BolandJoin Janine BolandJoin Janine BolandJoin Janine Boland    for afor afor afor a    6666----weekweekweekweek    yoga sessionyoga sessionyoga sessionyoga session    through Zoomthrough Zoomthrough Zoomthrough Zoom 
                               

Mondays starting October 5 

10/5, 10/12, 10/19, 10/26, 11/2, 11/9  

5:00 – 6:15 p.m.  6 classes for $55 

Contact Lyn to register at 413-896-9080 or lyn@scantichealth.org 

Ten participants are required to hold the class.   

   If you attend 5-6 classes in the session, you will receive a voucher for a $10 gift card      

at a variety of retailers.   
 

Start your week with this gentle yoga class that includes stretching, Start your week with this gentle yoga class that includes stretching, Start your week with this gentle yoga class that includes stretching, Start your week with this gentle yoga class that includes stretching, 
balancing, movement and relaxation for everybalancing, movement and relaxation for everybalancing, movement and relaxation for everybalancing, movement and relaxation for every----body. The benefits of the body. The benefits of the body. The benefits of the body. The benefits of the 
practice will extend far beyond the practice will extend far beyond the practice will extend far beyond the practice will extend far beyond the classclassclassclass    we share together.we share together.we share together.we share together.        You will You will You will You will 

discover a new appreciation for your body, ddiscover a new appreciation for your body, ddiscover a new appreciation for your body, ddiscover a new appreciation for your body, develop supportive evelop supportive evelop supportive evelop supportive 
breathingbreathingbreathingbreathing    techniques, increase concentration and perhaps even experience techniques, increase concentration and perhaps even experience techniques, increase concentration and perhaps even experience techniques, increase concentration and perhaps even experience 

deeper sleep.deeper sleep.deeper sleep.deeper sleep.        Come curious and leave relaxed and refreshed.Come curious and leave relaxed and refreshed.Come curious and leave relaxed and refreshed.Come curious and leave relaxed and refreshed. 
 

 

Please remit payment ($55 check to SVRHT) to SVRHT Wellness Program c/o 240 Springfield St, 

Wilbraham, MA 01095 ATTN: Lyn Fioravanti. 

 

All benefitted and benefit-eligible municipal employees, retirees, and benefit-eligible family members in 

East Longmeadow, Hampden, HWRSD, Longmeadow, LPVEC and Wilbraham may participate in this class.  

Other employees, family members and friends are most welcome to participate, however will not be 

eligible for incentive.     


